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Meeting Objectives

— Discuss the results of national consumer research on 

pharmacists and their practice

— Explain the primary audiences, message, strategies and reach of 

the national awareness campaign

— Identify how pharmacists and state pharmacy organizations can 

help implement public-facing media campaign activities in local and 

regional channels
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Campaign Objectives

Collaboratively develop and execute a strategic communications 

plan that will:

Raise the profile of 

pharmacy as an essential 

healthcare profession

Increase recognition of 

pharmacists as trusted 

and highly accessible 

professionals

Increase awareness of 

extensive education 

pharmacists receive

Ultimately help enrich the 

applicant pipeline for 

pharmacy schools
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Audiences

The campaign will seek to raise awareness of our key messaging 

themes among a broad, general audience, concentrating efforts on 

influencers and those who can assist in amplifying our messages, 

including:

Women 35-55 Young Adults 18-25

Caregivers 45-65 Medical Professionals
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Campaign Study Objectives

— Set benchmarks and perceptions among the general population

— Identify and understand the influencers in driving perceptions of 

pharmacy profession

— Identify messages and professional attributes with the highest 

potential of impacting perceptions
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Quantitative Survey: Methodology

886 online surveys, 15 minutes in length with the following 

groups in April 2018:

Source # of Surveys Eligibility

General Public

Group

Pharmacists

Pharmacy Students

Online Panel

Online Panel

AACP contacts

513

200

173

• Age 18+

• Representative sample of 

U.S. adult population

• 100 Women aged 35 to 55

• Could not be “not at all 

familiar” with pharmacists

• 100 16+ years as a pharmacist

• 100 15 or fewer years as a 

pharmacist
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Among the General Public, one out of three are 

Enthusiasts, that is, they hold an extremely favorable 

view towards pharmacists. 

33%

26%

4%

Incidence of Enthusiasts Among General Public/

% of Pharmacists/Pharmacy Students Who Think GP Is 

Extremely Favorable Toward Pharmacists

GP Pharmacists Pharmacy 

Students

Perceptions of GP Favorability
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Key Finding #1

Limited exposure and interactions with pharmacists results in low 

levels of knowledge and many misconceptions. The image of 

pharmacists is not particularly prestigious and lacks clarity. 

— There is general low awareness around messages with the 

highest potential impact to favorability towards the pharmacy 

profession. 
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Key Finding #2

Due to low visibility, the majority of pharmacists’ work remains 
“behind the scenes” and thus they do not receive the recognition 
they deserve. 
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Key Finding #3

Familiarity and understanding that pharmacists do much more than 
dispensing medicine drives favorability. 
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Key Finding #4

Attribute “approachable” creates the biggest opportunity to be 
“owned” by pharmacists. With proper communication, it is the most 
achievable attribute. 
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Key Finding #5

While people’s image of pharmacists is often based on their own 
experience, hearing about others’ experiences also has an impact. 
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Key Finding #6

A sizeable group of pharmacists would not recommend pharmacy as 
a career. 
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Channels: Phase 1

Paid Social Media

Facebook

Organic Social Media

Pharmacists for Healthier Lives social media posts from AACP, 

campaign partners, members and others

Campaign Website

All social channels direct viewers to pharmacistsforhealthierlives.org

Earned Media

National and regional media outreach

http://pharmacistsforhealhierlives.org
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Message Framework

Pharmacists are:

Accessible: Pharmacists are always there for their patients. They 

are easily accessible for consultation and advice.

Knowledgeable: Pharmacists consult with patients and physicians 

to ensure patients are prescribed the right medications. They impact 

many aspects of healthcare: research, education, clinics and 

community health programs.

Highly Educated: Pharmacists have a strong science background 

and receive the Doctor of Pharmacy degree, usually requiring a 

minimum of six years of rigorous study.

Critical: Pharmacists are the medication experts among healthcare 

specialists. They are an important part of the patient’s healthcare 

team, working to ensure the optimal outcomes.
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Organic Social Media
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Paid Social Media
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Paid Social Media
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Paid Social Media
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Key Performance Indicators

Reach

The number of unique people who received impressions of a page 

post. Reach might be less than impressions since one person can 

see multiple impressions. If the same person sees the same content 

two different times, the reach would remain at one.

Engagements

All actions that people take involving the ads while they’re running. 

Post engagements can include actions such as reacting to, 

commenting on or sharing the ad, claiming an offer, viewing a 

photo/video or clicking on a link.

Impressions

The number of times an ad is seen or heard, whether the post is 

clicked on or not.

Clicks (aka Click-Through-Rate / CTR)

The number of clicks earned divided by the number of impressions 

served.

Video Plays (aka Video Completion Rate / VCR)

The number of those who completed watching the video to 100% 

divided by the number of impressions.
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Overall Campaign Summary

Reach

4.48 M

Impressions

10.28 M

Video Plays

8.38 M

Clicks

28.3 k

1.13 M

Engagements
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Metrics: Paid Social Media

Youthful Rookies

Suburban Parents

Caregivers

— Most cost effective to reach

— Lowest engagement rate of 17%

— “Sweet Spot” audience

— Highest engagement rate: 52.33%
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Phase II Planning 

— Explore additional paid media opportunities, based on 
additional partner funding

— Revise messages, creative materials and audiences based on 
Phase I analytics

— Tailor earned media outreach based on upcoming/anticipated 
policy initiatives
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Campaign Partners: 

Pharmacists for Healthier Lives

Funding Partners

Committed

AACP, ASHP, AMCP, ACPE, NASPA, Georgia Pharmacy 

Association, Nebraska Pharmacy Association, Iowa Pharmacy 

Association, Illinois Pharmacy Association, Indiana Pharmacy 

Association

*Note: All 13 members of the JCPP have been briefed on the 

campaign and are welcome to join at any time.

Channel Partner

PrescribeWellness

Potential Funding Sponsors

BPS, NACDS

McKesson, Johnson & Johnson, Lilly

Kroger, Rite Aid, Walgreens

Pearson
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Core Message

“Pharmacists are fully qualified, capable and willing to 

impact patients’ health.”

PharmacistsforHealthierLives.org

“Pharmacists help people live healthier, better lives.”
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How Can You Become Involved?

— You are – thanks to NASPA’s early and enthusiastic leadership! 

— Go to www.pharmacistsforhealthierlives.org and our Facebook 

page – Like us! 

— Join us on Twitter (#Indispensable) and retweet and use the 

hashtag

— State associations and societies are welcomed to join individually 

at any time

http://www.pharmacistsforhealthierlives.org/


Thank You
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